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The securities industry has been at the forefront of adopting and using electronic technology to comply with its regulatory obligations. The industry has been slower, however, to adopt electronic signatures, in part because of the complex interaction of the laws and regulations affecting their use, and in part because of uncertainty concerning enforcement. The use of electronic signatures is also inexorably tied to the delivery and management of the records to be signed. This article will summarize the key sources of law impacting the use of electronic signatures in securities transactions, and then discuss some of the practical issues to consider when implementing electronic signature solutions.

Key Sources of Law

ESIGN and the UETA

The Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (“ESIGN”) and the Uniform Electronic Transaction Act (“UETA”) are the primary U.S. laws governing the use of electronic records and signatures in commercial transactions. ESIGN, enacted by Congress, is designed to promote the use of electronic commerce by permitting the use of electronic signatures in connection with contracts and other records in transactions in interstate and foreign commerce. The UETA is a set of uniform rules for electronic equivalents of writing and signatures which has been adopted into law by 47 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.

For the laws and transactions within the scope of the UETA and ESIGN, the following three basic rules apply:

- A record or signature may not be denied legal effect or enforceability solely because it is in electronic form;
- If a law requires a record to be in writing, an electronic record satisfies the law; and
- If a law requires a signature, an electronic signature satisfies the law.1

These rules are sometimes called the “Three Pillars.” The three pillars, in turn, are built upon three defined terms: record, electronic record, and electronic signature.

A “record” is “information that is inscribed on a tangible medium or that is stored in an electronic or other medium and is retrievable in perceivable form.”2 An “electronic record” is “a record created, generated, sent, communicated, received, or stored by electronic means.”3 The term is intended to cover any type of record which is generated or stored electronically; as such, it would cover records created on a computer and stored on any type of media.

As a general proposition, participants in a transaction must agree to use electronic records and signatures in lieu of paper documents and traditional signatures.

An “electronic signature” is an “electronic sound, symbol, or process attached to or logically associated with a record and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record.”4

Since the adoption of ESIGN and the UETA, a growing body of case law has affirmed the enforceability of properly implemented electronic signatures. Across the country, electronically signed documents have been accepted and enforced by the courts in a wide variety of circumstances, including sales contracts, real estate contracts, loans, insurance transactions, employment agreements, arbitration agreements, and service agreements. The legal consequences of an electronic signature and the question of whether it may properly be attributed to a particular person are interpreted under applicable law using the same legal standards used for a traditional ink signature.5

Consent to Use Electronic Signatures

As a general proposition, participants in a transaction must agree to use electronic records and signatures in lieu of paper documents and traditional signatures. Except with respect to certain consumer transactions, this agreement may be either expressly stated, or implied from the circumstances. However, ESIGN and certain state UETA enactments require a more formal consumer consent process in some circumstances.6 For example, electronic records may be used to satisfy any law that requires that records be provided to consumers “in writing” only if the consumer has affirmatively consented to the use of the electronic records, and has not withdrawn the consent (the “ESIGN Consumer Consent Process”).7 Prior to obtaining consent, the electronic record provider must deliver a clear and conspicuous statement of certain information (collectively, the “ESIGN Consumer Consent Disclosures”).8 A “consumer” is, for purposes of ESIGN, “an individual who obtains, through a transaction, products or services which are used primarily for personal, family, or household purposes, and also means the legal representative of such an individual.”9

Furthermore, the consumer must consent electronically, or confirm his or her consent electronically, in a manner that “reasonably demonstrates” that the consumer can access information in the electronic format that will be used to provide the information.10 Thus, any in-person transaction which concludes in a paper agreement to engage in business electronically should be followed up by an electronic confirmation and consent – which must occur before any information that must be provided “in writing” is delivered. A literal reading of ESIGN’s statutory language suggests that the demonstration requirement must be effected as part of the consent itself. What satisfies the requirement is subject to interpretation. One view is that the reasonable demonstration test may be flexibly satisfied by a consumer’s e-mail confirming that the consumer can access the electronic records or a consumer’s acknowledgement or affirmative response to a provider’s query asking if the consumer has the necessary hardware and software.11 However, the more conservative view is that the consumer must demonstrate that the consumer can access the information through an actual test using the electronic formats in which the information will be delivered.12

Special Rules for electronic records

ESIGN and the UETA have a number of special rules for electronic records that are intended to substitute for certain types of writings. These rules include:

- If a person is required by law to provide or deliver information in writing to another person, an electronic record only satisfies that requirement if the recipient may keep a copy of the record for later reference and review. If the sender deliberately inhibits the recipient’s ability to print or store the record, then the record does not satisfy the legal requirement.
If a law or regulation requires that a record be retained, an electronic record satisfies that requirement only if it is accurate and remains accessible for later reference. The UETA does not state for how long it must be retained or to whom it must remain accessible. ESIGN provides that the record must be accessible to all people entitled by law to access it for the retention period prescribed by law.13

If a particular writing is required by law to be displayed in a particular format, the UETA does not change that requirement. If the law requires two elements of a document to be placed in a particular physical relationship to each other or some other part of the document, that requirement is not changed by the UETA.

If a law expressly requires a writing to be delivered by U.S. mail or by hand delivery, the UETA does not change those delivery rules.14

A record or signature may not be excluded from evidence solely because it is in electronic form.15 An electronic record also qualifies as an original, even if that record is not the original form of the document, and satisfies statutory audit and record retention requirements.16 Beyond that, the ordinary rules of evidence will generally apply.17

**Delivery**

ESIGN is largely silent on delivery.18 The UETA provides default rules for determining when an electronic record has been sent from one party to another, and when it has been received. The default rules only address the functional requirements for sending or receiving the record; they do not presume that the record is intelligible or effective at the time it is transmitted.19 The effect of a garbled or incomplete transmission is left to other provisions of the UETA and to other law.

An electronic record is considered “sent” when the following criteria are met:

- The record is addressed or directed to an information processing system:
  - Specified or used by the recipient for receiving records of the general type being transmitted, and
  - From which the recipient is able retrieve the record;
- The information is in a form the recipient’s system is capable of processing; and
- The information leaves an information system under the sender’s control, or, if the sender and the recipient are using the same system, enters a part of the system under the recipient’s control.20

For the record to be “sent,” the recipient must be able to retrieve it, and it must be in a form the recipient’s system can process.21

The UETA’s receipt rule is essentially a subset of the sending rule. To be received, it does not matter how the record was addressed, so long as:

- it actually arrives at a system to which the recipient has access for retrieving the record,
- The system has been designated or actually used by the recipient for receipt of the type of record in question, and
- The system is capable of processing the record.

It is not necessary for the recipient to actually access the electronic record in order for it to be considered received.22

The default rules for what constitutes “sending” or “receiving” an electronic record may be varied by agreement. The place of sending and receipt may be varied by agreement, or specified in the electronic record itself. The force and effect of variations from the default rule is left to other law.

The UETA does contain one rule concerning sending and receipt that cannot be modified by agreement. If one of the parties to a transmission is aware that a record was not actually sent or actually received, even though it was purportedly sent or received under the terms of the UETA’s default rules, then the effect of the electronic record and its transmission is determined by other law.23 Most judicial decisions considering delivery of information via email have endorsed the notion that if the sender’s business records establish that an email was transmitted to the correct email address, a “rebuttable presumption” of delivery arises.24 It is not clear, however, whether this presumption survives the sender’s receipt of an actual notice, whether system-generated or otherwise, that the email was not delivered.

**Articles 8 and 9 of the UCC**

Two articles of the Uniform Commercial Code that are relevant to securities transactions are excluded from coverage under both the UETA and ESIGN – Article 8, covering the ownership and transfer of investment securities, and Article 9, covering security interests in personal property (including some aspects of security interests in investment securities not addressed in Article 8). However, Article 8 and 9 both permit the use of electronic records and signatures for most purposes, according to their own terms.

UCC Revised Article 8 covers the issuance, registration, transfer and ownership of investment securities. It reflects the securities industry’s wholesale adoption of electronic communication.
Interests in securities may be evidenced and transferred electronically. Contracts for the sale or purchase of securities need not be in writing.25 In addition, for certain purposes, signed writings otherwise required by Revised Article 8 may be replaced with electronic transmissions if the parties have agreed to do so.26 Most of the residual provisions in Revised Article 8 mandating a signed writing are related to certificated securities.

Revised Article 9 of the UCC permits the use of electronic records and signatures to create a security interest in personal property, and by recognizing electronic collateral. Revised Article 9 permits electronic creation of a security interest via an “authenticated” security agreement.27 The definition of “authenticated” includes both (i) the signing of a writing and (ii) the validation of a record by executing or adopting a symbol, or encrypting a record in whole or in part, with present intent to identify the authenticating party, adopt or accept a record or term, or establish the authenticity of a record or term that contains the authentication or to which a record containing the authentication refers.28 The definition of the term “record,” in turn, is identical to the definition in the UETA.29 Revised Article 9 has also adopted a scheme for perfecting a security interest against electronic records that will serve the same purpose as chattel paper. The scheme preserves the functionality of chattel paper as readily transferable to a buyer in the ordinary course of business, while permitting perfection without requiring physical possession of written documents.30

SEC Regulations and Guidance

Use of electronic signatures

The SEC has generally authorized the use of electronic records and signatures for most purposes.31 Electronic records may be used with respect to most documents related to government submissions and filing, where the regulations themselves do not require the documents to be created or maintained on paper.32

Delivery

Although they do not directly address the use of electronic signatures, the SEC’s statements regarding electronic delivery of required documents are both instructive and a necessary consideration in rolling out the use of electronic signatures in connection with securities and investment transactions. The SEC first directly addressed the use of electronic media in connection with securities transactions in 1995, noting that “delivery of information through an electronic medium generally could satisfy delivery or transmission obligations under the federal securities laws.”33 The 1995 Release specifically pointed to the necessity of establishing recordkeeping procedures to evidence satisfaction of applicable requirements and of taking reasonable precautions to insure integrity and security of information provided.34 The SEC also noted that “[a]s is the case with paper delivery, there should be an opportunity to retain a permanent record of the information[.]” and posited that “[a]n issuer or other party that structures its delivery in accordance with the principles and examples set forth [in the 1995 Release] can be assured that it is satisfying its delivery obligations under the federal securities laws.”35

In noting the central role that notice and access play in the acceptable retrieval of documents provided by electronic means, the SEC suggested that the process of accessing such documents should generally not be burdensome, but nonetheless sanctioned a level of difficulty consistent with that used to authenticate an individual entitled to access such documents, such as through the use of a user ID and PIN.36

Observing that providing information through regular mail provides reasonable assurance that a delivery requirement is satisfied, and noting that delivery by electronic means should as well, the SEC pointed out that:

Examples of procedures evidencing satisfaction of the delivery requirements include: (1) obtaining an informed consent from an investor to receive the information through a particular electronic medium coupled with assuring appropriate notice and access, as discussed above; (2) obtaining evidence that an investor actually received the information, for example, by electronic mail return-receipt or confirmation of accessing, downloading, or printing; (3) disseminating information through certain facsimile methods; (4) an investor’s accessing a document with hyperlinking to a required document; and (5) using forms or other material available only by accessing the information.37

In elaborating on the first of these illustrative alternatives, the SEC noted that:

If a consent is used, the consent should be an informed consent. Recipients generally should be apprised: that information provided would be available through a specific electronic medium or source (e.g., via a limited proprietary system, or at a World Wide Web site); of the potential that
investors may incur costs (e.g., on-line time); and of the period during, and the documents for, which the consent will be effective.38

With respect to notice, the SEC registered its view that electronic communications providers:

should consider the extent to which the electronic communication provides timely and adequate notice to investors that information for them is available and, if necessary, consider supplementing the electronic communication with another communication that would provide notice similar to that provided by delivery in paper.39

Additionally, with respect to access, the SEC cautioned against using a medium that was so burdensome that “intended recipients cannot effectively access the information provided[,]” and noted that, “as is the case with a paper document, a recipient should have the opportunity to retain the information or have ongoing access equivalent to personal retention.”40 The SEC also noted that providing the ability to electronically download the document via a clearly labeled hyperlink would be sufficient to satisfy such a need.41

The SEC once again validated these procedures in a 1996 interpretive release providing guidance on the use of electronic media by broker dealers, transfer agents and investment advisors.42 In 2000, the SEC issued its latest interpretive release on the use of electronic media to fulfill delivery and associated requirements of federal securities laws, noting its intent “to provide guidance to issuers of all types, including operating companies, investment companies and municipal securities issuers, as well as market intermediaries, on several issues involving the application of the federal securities laws to electronic media.”43 The 2000 Release was specifically targeted to “[f]acilitate electronic delivery of communications by clarifying that

■ investors may consent to electronic delivery telephonically;
■ intermediaries may request consent to electronic delivery on a “global,” multiple-issuer basis;
■ issuers and intermediaries may deliver documents in portable document format, or PDF, with appropriate measures to assure that investors can easily access the documents; [and]
■ an embedded hyperlink within a Section 10 prospectus or any other document required to be filed or delivered under the federal securities laws causes the hyperlinked information to be a part of that document[.]”44

The SEC also affirmed the framework it established regarding electronic delivery in its 1995 and 1996 Releases, and encouraged issuers and intermediaries to “continue to assess their compliance with legal requirements in terms of the three areas identified in the releases—notice, access and evidence of delivery.”45

In July 2000, in response to a Congressional mandate embedded within ESIGN, the SEC also adopted an interim final rule essentially clarifying that supplemental sales literature appearing on the same website as or hyperlinked to a mutual fund prospectus did not require an investor’s consent under the ESIGN Consumer Consent Process, as long as investors are provided with reasonably comparable access to both the prospectus and the sales literature.46 Note, however, that the exemption to ESIGN’s Consumer Consent requirements does not apply to other contexts in which documents are required to be provided under federal or state law. Therefore, ESIGN’s consumer consent provisions will continue to apply to many documents that must be provided to investors.47

**Record Retention**

Generally, the SEC has been liberal in permitting the use of electronic business records. Registered investment companies and investment advisors, for example, are permitted to maintain most records in electronic form.48 The SEC, in amending its rules in 2001, explained:

Under revised rules 31a-2 and 204-2, funds and advisers are permitted to maintain records electronically if they establish and maintain procedures: (i) To safeguard the records from loss, alteration, or destruction, (ii) to limit access to the records to authorized personnel, the Commission, and (in the case of funds) fund directors, and (iii) to ensure that electronic copies of non-electronic originals are complete, true, and legible. We are also amending the rules to clarify the obligation of funds and advisers to provide copies of their records to Commission examiners. The amendments make clear that funds and advisers may be requested to promptly provide (i) legible, true, and complete copies of records in the medium and format in which they are stored, and printouts of such records; and (ii) means to access, view, and print the records.49

The SEC also has electronic record maintenance requirements in place for broker-dealers50 and transfer agents.51
However, the SEC’s rules for broker-dealers place some significant limitations on the types of storage media that the broker-dealer may use for storing business records electronically, by requiring that certain records be stored on non-erasable, non-rewritable media.\(^5\)

### Implementation Considerations

A broker-dealer or investment adviser who wishes to implement the use of electronic signatures should consider the following:

#### Authentication

A key element to any transaction is proper identification of the parties. Thus, establishing that an electronic signature can be legally attributed to the signing party is essential. “Authentication” refers to the process used to confirm an individual’s identity as a party in a transaction. Authentication of identity in an electronic transaction occurs in two contexts:

- When the relationship between the parties is first created.
- When a transaction occurs in the course of an existing relationship.

There are a number of methods available for verifying identity initially when creating a relationship. They range from requiring a personal appearance and presentation of identification to self-identification of parties without any verification. Different methods of authentication, with different levels of risk for the person accepting proof of identity, are appropriate in different circumstances. A key element in selecting a strategy for authenticating identity is risk assessment. The more risk involved in mis-identifying another party to the transaction, the more important authentication becomes.

Initial authentication is often critical because the process leads to multiple future transactions, each of which represents a potential loss if authentication has failed. Frequently, the authenticated person receives an access or identification device, often called a “Credential”, which is used to streamline or automate identification during future transactions.

For ongoing transaction authentication, a credential may be a variety of things – a user name, a password or pin, a number generated at random, a biometric measurement, a digital certificate, or a combination of these and other technology tools for controlling access to a system. The process for issuing the credential may be relatively informal, or extremely rigorous and tightly controlled, as appropriate to the risks associated with the underlying transactions that will be completed using the credential. Depending on the transaction and its potential risks, multi-factor authentication (such as the use of both a standing password and a one-time password, randomly generated number or biometric measurement) may be appropriate.

#### Consent to Use Electronic Signatures

Given the emphasis ESIGN, UETA, Article 8 and the SEC all place on the need for clear, voluntary consent and agreement to use electronic records and signatures, any process for delivering or signing electronic records will need to address:

- How to obtain or establish each participant’s express or implied agreement to transact business electronically, and
- When a transaction involves a consumer, how to comply with the ESIGN Consumer Consent Process, if applicable.

An express agreement can provide certainty that the transaction participants have agreed to use electronic records and signatures. However, such an express agreement is not strictly necessary before conducting transactions electronically, especially in business-to-business transactions. In the absence of an express agreement, the requisite “agreement,” for purposes of satisfying UETA and ESIGN may be implied, and determined from all available circumstances and evidence.

As discussed above, if a provider of a financial or investment product or service is required by a law or regulation to provide or make available certain information to a consumer in writing (“Required Consumer Information”) the process may need to build a system to comply with the ESIGN Consumer Consent Process. Given the variety of circumstances in which the SEC permits electronic delivery of information without reference to ESIGN, or permits a more informal consent process, it may be necessary to examine the underlying law governing the transaction very carefully to determine whether the ESIGN Consent Process applies. If it does, ESIGN Consumer Consent Disclosures should be presented to the consumer clearly and conspicuously prior to obtaining consent, and include:

- Notice of the consumer’s right to receive Required Consumer Information in writing.
- An explanation of the scope of each consumer’s affirmative consent that addresses:
  - A description of the transaction or types of transactions to which the consent applies; and
  - If applicable, a statement that the consumer’s consent covers the general use of electronic records and electronic signatures in connection with the transaction.
A statement advising the consumer of the consequences of refusing to provide consent to receive disclosures or other records by electronic means, for example:

- Any delay in completing the transaction that may result;
- Any additional fee or cost that may be imposed as a result;
- Other modes of communication that the consumer will be asked to use in order to continue the transaction (e.g., telephone, appearance at branch office, etc.).

A statement advising the consumer of the right to withdraw his or her consent at a later time, including:

- Instructions on how to withdraw consent; and
- The consequences of withdrawing consent.

A statement providing the consumer with instructions on how to update his or her contact information.

A statement providing consumers with a general description of the hardware and software required to receive and access electronic records. The description generally should include, if applicable:

- The minimum version of any Internet browser software required;
- Any specific viewer or other software required to view records;
- Any specific software required to sign the records; and
- Any limitations on the popular operating system platforms which may be used, based on the other required software.

Instructions as to how a consumer may, after consenting and upon request, obtain a paper copy of any disclosure or other record, and whether any fee will be charged for such a copy.

The ESIGN Consumer Consent Process must also “reasonably demonstrate” the consumer’s ability to access the formats the sender will use to deliver Required Consumer Information. With the emphasis on “reasonable,” the goal should be to avoid the scenario where Required Consumer Information is presented in odd, outdated or cutting-edge formats such that an ordinary consumer’s computer would not be able to read or display the information from the record provider. To establish a reasonable demonstration, consider these questions:

- How the consumer will access the Required Consumer Information (e.g., via the Internet, email, other software, or a combination);
- What format will the Required Consumer Information be presented; and
- The appropriate mechanism, method or process for obtaining the consumer’s consent that reasonably demonstrates that the consumer can access the format of the Required Consumer Information.

Required Consumer Information may be provided on a website, via email or through a combination of both methods, or within a proprietary software download process. In addition to the method (web, email, proprietary software) of providing the Required Consumer Information, the format (html, word, PDF, etc.) of that information also needs to be considered. In other words, there will need to be a demonstration that the consumer can access the Required Consumer Information both via the method and in the format chosen by the record provider.

Once the access mechanism and format decisions are answered, there is a range of strategies that may be employed in designing the ESIGN Consumer Consent Process. The strategies may include:

- A complex technology test,
- Relying on completion of the ESIGN Consumer Consent Process itself (when the records will be presented in the same format), or
- Self-reporting by the consumer (especially with respect to email and formats with universally available readers, like PDF).

Whether one strategy is better than the other will depend on the nature and complexity of the transaction, the delivery methods being used, and the extent to which the information is being delivered in common formats.

**Electronic Signatures**

Broadly speaking, the functions of an electronic signature fall into one of four categories:

- Affirming the accuracy of information in the record (“this record contains the correct information, because I signed it”);
- Affirming assent or agreement with the information in the record (“I have agreed to the terms and conditions described in this record, because I signed it”);
- Affirming the signer’s opportunity to become familiar with information in the record (“I must have had this record in front of me, because I signed it”); or
- Affirming the source of the information in the record (“this record must have come from me, because I signed it”).

A single signature can perform one or more of these functions in any combination. The particular functions a signature fulfills depend on the circumstances. Frequently, either the
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A record or signature may not be excluded from evidence solely because it is in electronic form.

As discussed above, a credential can also be used to authenticate an individual before a signature is created using another process entirely. Bear in mind that different types of electronic signature techniques offer different levels of security against unauthorized use and different levels of assurance of “attribution” – that the signature was applied by a particular individual.

In some cases, the need for security may be minimal. The nature or structure of some transactions makes it difficult for the signer to repudiate a signature. For example, if a person orders custom computer equipment and signs a lease, takes delivery and uses the equipment for six months, it may be difficult for the signer to repudiate even a simple signature, such as a typed name. More secure signature methods may be desirable for categories of transactions more likely to produce disputes concerning the authenticity of signatures. Furthermore, as the discussion of applicable law at the beginning of this article illustrates, there are a few types of electronic records for which only certain types of electronic signatures may be used. The most significant of these are records that evidence a personal property security interest, where Revised Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code requires that the signature must either be a symbol or a process utilizing encryption. This restriction may be of particular importance for parties taking a security interest in investment properties or securities entitlements as part of an investment or brokerage services agreement.

In remote transactions, the desired level of security for the signature process may depend, in part, on the extent to which the circumstances make it difficult for the signer to repudiate the signature later. Many environmental factors may also affect the choice of a particular type of electronic signature. For example, if the signer is appearing to sign in person, it may be impractical for the electronic signature to be stored on the signer’s computer. If the signer is engaging in a one-time transaction, a relatively simple signature process may be preferred in order to control cost and the complexity of the transaction. On the other hand, if it is desirable for the signature to function both as an authenticator of identity and as protection against post-signature alteration of the document, then a more sophisticated type of signature, such as asymmetric encryption, may be preferable. If there are to be a series of remote transactions, then a type of signature easily activated by use of a PIN, password or token may be more appropriate. Alternatively, the signer may first be authenticated by the system via personal information or shared secrets, a credential created, and then a record signed during a secure session. In that case, authentication occurs prior to the signing event, and is tied to the signature by an audit trail, rather than being part of the signature itself.53

There are circumstances that may limit the available selection of electronic signature types. For example, if records are to be signed as part of a remote transaction with consumers using equipment in their homes, a digitized signature may not be a feasible option because most consumers do not have

record being signed or a related record describes the functions of the signature.

Examples of possible methods for creating electronic signatures, when coupled with the necessary intent, include:

- A typed name
- A click-through
- A recorded voice
- A keypad response to a prompt from a Voice Response Unit
- A Personal Identification Number
- A Password (composed of numbers and/or alpha characters)
- A biometric measurement (e.g., retina scan, fingerprint matching, and voice recognition)
- A digitized image of a handwritten signature
- An identification number created using a number generator
- A sophisticated cryptographic system, like a digital signature

Note that a number of the potential signature methods involve the use of a credential. A credential can also serve as a signature, if that is the signer’s intent. Usually, if a credential is used to create a signature the credential itself will not appear as the signature – in other words, a PIN used to sign an electronic record will not usually appear on a display or print-out of the final record as a “symbol” signature, since that could destroy the PIN’s value as a credential. Instead, the PIN will be used to create a “process” signature, which will often be reflected on the record as a recitation, such as “Signed by Fred Smith on May 5, 2013 at 12:45 PM.”

A record or signature may not be excluded from evidence solely because it is in electronic form.
the necessary hardware and will not be willing to acquire and install it in order to complete the transaction.

The number of signatures needed on the record may also influence the choice of a signature technology. The same signer may need to sign in multiple places on the record, or the record may need to be signed by multiple people.

Note that various electronic signature techniques may be combined. For example, a signature process may use both a PIN and a randomly generated number. As another example, a biometric measurement may be combined with a typed name or digitized signature. Combining techniques may serve a number of purposes. It may make it easier to demonstrate, when necessary, that the signature is correctly attributed to the signer. It may also make it easier to create or display a graphic representation of the signature, by using a “traditional” name or symbol to complement a more sophisticated security device.

All in all, there is a wide variety of factors to take into account when selecting the appropriate signature technique for a particular transaction. Successfully choosing the correct technique is a function of analyzing and balancing those factors.

An electronic signature is only effective if the Signer intends to create a signature. The signature process should minimize the risk that Participants could legitimately claim later that they created an electronic signature without realizing what they have done, or its legal significance. This risk may be greater if innovative or technologically sophisticated signature methods are employed. For those signatures that are created or applied by clicking on an on-screen button or striking a key on the keyboard, such as “enter”, the process should be designed to minimize the possibility that signers might later claim that they did not intend to, or did not understand they were being asked to create, a legally binding signature.

A confirmation process may be particularly useful as a way to avoid disputes over intent. Using various techniques, it may be possible to demonstrate that, even after an electronic signature is created, the transaction participant was made aware that a signature was created and was given an opportunity to recant.

### Record Retention Related to Electronic Signatures

The requirements for retaining business records required under the securities laws have been addressed in detail by the SEC. While maintaining electronic signature records in accordance with this guidance is likely sufficient for regulatory purposes, ESIGN and the UETA also contain guidance which is helpful in maintaining electronic records in a manner that will assure their successful introduction, in the event of a dispute, under the rules of evidence. “Record retention” under ESIGN and the UETA focuses on accurate preservation of, and access to, the information contained in the electronic record. What information must be preserved is determined by the purpose the associated record serves. The information needing to be preserved, accessed or retained may, depending on the circumstances, include the format (e.g., file format) and presentation (e.g., images, text formatting, and document design) of the electronic record, as well as the record’s content (e.g., data, text).

For example, IP address information related to an email or other electronic transmission might be helpful to retain as evidence of the source, or the format or font of a particular Disclosure might be helpful to retain to show that a particular version was used or that particular Disclosure requirements were met.

In the event of a dispute, the record holder must be prepared to demonstrate that the electronic record:
- Accurately reflects the information contained in the record at the time it was signed or delivered,
- Is accessible to anyone entitled to access the record holder’s copy of the record under an applicable law or regulation or Agreement,
- Can be accurately reproduced for later reference.

The record management system should:
- Protect the accuracy of the information contained in the record by building physical, processing and technical safeguards;
- Develop methods for preserving “access” that address the issue of technology obsolescence and develop procedures for converting the record, should conversion become necessary to preserve accessibility;
- Determine the applicable period of time for which the records must be accessible; and
- Describe the process for retaining and accessing documents to persons entitled to have access.

There is a variety of factors to take into account when managing record integrity and access, including:
- Control over consistency of data and acceptance of incomplete or inaccurate records. It may be desirable for the record management system to offer a variety of automated error and process checks to enhance quality control and workflow. Electronic records may, if the system is properly designed, be checked for inconsistent or incomplete data, proper signature execution, timely preparation and accessibility, order of presentation, and a variety of other parameters, as the specific situation requires.
Control over access and alteration. Credentials may be used to identify individuals entitled to have access to the records, and also to define and limit the ways in which they may interact with the records. For example, one person may be entitled to view the records, but not add or change data, while another may have authority to alter the records at will. Alterations of records may be prevented by the system, or detected and classified as authorized and unauthorized. Alterations may be tracked and logged over time, providing a historical view of the electronic record often unavailable with a paper document. As discussed above, the SEC requires especially strong controls to avoid alteration of certain kinds of records, especially records held by broker-dealers. The question of whether an alteration is “authorized” depends on a number of factors:

- Who is entitled to make a change to the record;
- What type of changes is the person authorized to make; and
- When during the life of the record are changes permitted?

None of these questions is answered by the UETA and ESIGN. Instead, these questions must be answered by custom, common usage, agreement, and the relationship among the transaction participants. About the only rules that are relatively universal are that generally (i) an electronic record should not be altered after it has been signed without the signer’s express or implied consent (except for the addition of other signatures), and (ii) an electronic record should not be altered after it has been delivered for effect without either the recipient’s consent or notice to the recipient of the change.

Protection of data accuracy and integrity is an area where there is a wide variety of potential approaches, any of which may be valid under appropriate circumstances. The questions to consider include:

- Who is entitled to have access to the record, for what purposes, and how will access be controlled?
- How will records be filed, indexed, and associated to permit easy management and recovery?
- What type of integrity checks should be performed on documents added to the transaction (e.g., detection of alteration, all necessary signatures, error and consistency checks, etc.)?
- How should multiple documents related to a single transaction be maintained?
- Should there be a method for notifying Participants that a new document has been added to a website or executed in connection with a transaction?

Conclusion

The securities industry is well-positioned to leverage the use of electronic signatures in connection with a wide variety of products and services. The relevant underlying law and the SEC Releases provide both legal authorization and useful guidance on when, and how, electronic records and signatures may be used in securities and brokerage transactions. Key considerations will include authenticating signers, getting appropriate agreement from the counter-party, effectively presenting records for signing, selecting an appropriate type of signature, and managing the electronic records after signing. With careful planning, it should be possible to use electronic signatures in connection with most customer-facing securities and investment-related transactions.

ENDNOTES
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21 UETA § 15(e).
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